
PROBUS Club of North Bay & District Meeting Notes from April 6, 2016  
North Bay Library, North Bay 
 
Notes taken by Mickey Sandula                http://northbayprobus.com 
 
Introduction: Ghislaine Cote Vice President 705-495-2432  Our PROBUS meeting was called to order at 10:00 A.M Ghislaine opened the meeting by thanking all in attendance and the individuals involved in getting the meeting organized and together.  She also asked for volunteer greeters who would welcome people at the door when they arrive. There are no reports from the Director Team because the management group did not meet last month.  Our lack of a management meeting was a result of people being away and not being available. There seems to be no issues at hand but the management group will be resuming meetings again this month.  Social Committee:  Barb Roberts 705-474-2714 Barb and John are away so there will be no social report this meeting.  All of the activities are up to date and available on our website.  Fun With Food Group – Helena Brown 705-472-4390 Helena is looking for spares to sign up so they can fill in when members of the groups are away.  If enough come forward there may be a third group formed.  As a group member you do not need to be a gourmet chef. The group is made up of six to eight people who gather at a house to share a meal.  Each person is assigned an agreed task by the home site for the meal.  Each month the meals are based on a theme.  Examples are March was an Irish theme and April will be a Maple Syrup theme.  It is a no stress group that has spares regularly fill in for people of the group who cannot be there.  Call Helena if you are interested.  Walking Group – Bob Barnett 705-472-9967  Bob reported as the temporary leader of the group since he is now looking for a new leader to fill his position.  Last year the group walked around different trails and places within the area of North Bay to discover the city and its surroundings. Presently, because of winter weather, they meet at Memorial Gardens each Tuesday.  With the coming of spring it may be best to call Bob to confirm the meeting time and location.  The group may change the meeting spot weekly.  
Craft Group – Wendy Champaign 705-474-4052 The craft group is a knitting/craft group who will be meeting at 245 Oak Street on April 7th.  The group will have coffee tea and conversation.  It is a new group this year and welcomes new members.  They meet in a studio. Those who do not do crafts are welcome to attend and tour the studio. Call Wendy for information on the meetings, place and directions.  



Program Coordinator – Dick Tafel 705-472-7907 Dick announced next meetings speaker will be on the topic of “Hearing Loss”.   As a retired group, this topic is one that is relevant to all in attendance.   Our May speaker is Don Helper who is part of our group. Dick then closed his portion of the meeting with humour and laughs.  Ghislaine closed the meeting for our break at 10:30 am 
 
SPEAKER- Peter Best from Best Law Offices in Sudbury (705) 674-9292  
TOPIC - “An Argument for the Abolition of the Indian Reserve System and Special Race-based Laws and Entitlements for Canada's Indians”.  
Five years ago, Peter wrote an article on-line that brought complaints to the law society of Peter being guilty of racism.  These complaints of racism made by a native group  still sits without any judgement being made by the law society. Any politicians Peter has approached on the subject have simply shut down and do not communicate. No one seems willing to openly discuss the subject.  
Peter recognizes the controversial aspect of his paper but insists that he is not racist. He is educated, experienced in law and history. He grew up in the post war era the 50’s when restrictions on Jews were even still present but improving.  Racial issues were present then, but the issues then seemed to be on the correct path of being corrected.  Yes, there was quasi segregation then, but it was being worked out. This post war era had no race based difference legally set out by the law. No legal difference existed because it was working in the right direction.  
In the late 50’s and 60’s without wars and poverty there seemed to be a decline in public literacy and tolerances.  Black power, Red power, Women power, unjust society and other liberal issues seemed to indicate things were bad and not being correcting as they should.  In the 70’s this feeling of injustice increased. Throughout the 80’s and 90’s it grew o that new Canadian constitutional rights were made for natives. These constitutional rights became race based and based on segregation the native population not unification.  
These legal rights have introduced a third power to governmental sovereignty.  Instead of only Provincial and Federal governments coming to agreements there is now a third party which is the natives.  These rights interfere with developments such as the Ring of Fire, land use,  property rights and development. An argument can be made that this arrangement is unstable and the interests of band leaders are being met with the individual native population becoming disposed by the leaders. Native populations are being held separate.  
Unlike the 50’s a separateness has been created and we are moving away from the ideals of no racial barriers.  We are now with the three groups moving our society towards a racial divide.  This is the opposite to the black movement of 



Martin Luther King who was based in equality, not difference. The earlier American experience of our present direction was represented in their laws as “Separate but Equal” for people of colour. These past American laws has now changed so that the new direction is towards equality, not division.  Canadians are in the opposite direction towards separate schools, separate education laws, separate rights, and separate privileges which is race based legislation.  Canada as a nation is now producing racist policies and laws that enforce the racial position.  This divide is intensely emotional and morally wrong.   
Canada is one of the world’s least racist countries. It is now being pictured as being racist. This racism is based on the wish for money not unity. Chiefs and elite leaders keep this separation alive at the expense of the native population.  Nelson Manuela’s Truth and Reconciliation was based on “One set of laws for all races”.  Canada seems destined for a separate set of laws for separate races. There is a learned helplessness on reserves that must be corrected.  
Our constitution must be changed to cancel the Indian Act.  But this seems next to impossible because of the differences in provinces and rotating governments and legal logistics of change. It is difficult to even discuss the morality of the law because to do so labels you as a racist. The morality of this racist law on principle is wrong. Politicians avoid all talk and discussion on this racial divide.  
Other groups such as gays, women, abortion, union and other liberal ideas have moved forward.  Native issues however are not discussed and avoided.  Our present system is similar to slavery in that slavery at one time was perfectly legal but morally wrong.  Our Indian act is now perfectly legal but morally wrong.  The difference is that slavery was made illegal.  Politicians here are immobile and believe it to be unpopular and refuse to discuss or make any moves to change it.  
All discriminated groups have always fought, spoken out and won rights but native issues remain silent in government. The propaganda tool of racism is always being hurled on both sides at anyone who speaks out.  People are misinformed and frightened to speak out because of this label of racist.  This political divide and political tool furthers the racial divide.  
It is a myth that original native culture is alive.  Ninety per cent of present native culture is exactly the same as ours.  We all have kitchens, drive cars use the same technology and eat the same food.  Marshall McLuhan said that” Tools that you use define your culture”.  Natives use the same tools as we do.  There is no going back to bows and arrows and the mysticism of historical past.  Soft romantic terminologies are used to keep us divided and separate.  
All cultures retain window dressings from their past culture but assimilate and integrate their lives into something new. Assimilation borrows the best of cultures and integrates them together. Culture thrives on both sides through exchanges not isolation.  Segregation hurts and does not promote or preserve culture.  



Reserves should be freed to pay taxes, become municipalities, work within society and not be separated by the Indian leaders.  
There is a myth that Great Britain is a destroyer. Standards of history at the time of Britain coming into native culture show that Great Britain was very different than others.  Other nations over historical time conquered and destroyed though death and destruction of the peoples they took over.  Great Britain instead recognized native culture by introducing treaties that were agreed upon by both parties.  The thinking was fair and very unlike other nations.  
There is a myth of Europeans came over and robbed the land from natives.  People who came here were individuals who were dispossessed and looking for a new life and new beginning. They were looking for a future and growth.   History is a story of individuals who were not racists or came to destroy and take away.  They came to build, grow and settle.   
There is a myth that there is a first nation or even a nation. Which of the 350 Indian bands is the nation.  Where is the capital? Who is their leader?  The native issues seem to come down to the story of the “Emperor Who Has No Clothes” when the issues are examined.  Native leaders sought out treaties because they knew that their way of life was passing and changing.   Court cases which rely on description and journals of the negotiations have never said that the land was stolen.  Treaties talk of bands and tribes, there is no talk of nations.  
The myth of cultural genocide is a myth and it is both wrong and disgraceful. Indian culture was well lost before residential schools.  Three hundred years of European exposure lead to the school purpose of education to allow the culture to survive and grow.  Residential schools had horrible things happen in them and it was wrong.  The intention of the schools was not a genocide. It was a failed attempt at both improving things and a forced assimilation.  What happened was wrong and a complete failure.  The intention was good and the outcome terrible.   
The present goal of Reconciliation is to keep the natives separate. Leaders wish to keep this separation and maintain the status quota.  Power, control and money is their motivation, not unification and a forward motion.   Why do we support a cultural separation through legal policy, when assimilation and integration of the cultures is the best legal policy?  It is not racist to question the direction of governments and leaders.  The abolition of the Indian Reserve System and special race-based   laws and entitlements should stop now.    
Peter’s original essay is available online at http://www.nodifference.ca  
Fred McNutt thanked our speaker – Ghislaine closed the meeting at 12:00 noon.  

NEXT MEETING AT THE NORTH BAY PUBLIC LIBRARY AT 10:00 AM 


